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H~OTHING in the Papers" was the cry a very short time ago,
~ till the famous trial for the Tichborue estates provided sub

ject matter for one quarter of every daily paper. 'Ve too have felt
the scarcity, but lack the remedy, and it is this remedy we now
propose to discover. It is evident that the Tichborne trial retailed
at third hand would not be very acceptable to our readers, so we
must rely on some matter more nearly connected with ourselves, or
that bears traces of those who have left us. For.the first we must
apply to every fellow here now to do his little share, to hold it as
his 'religious duty never to let a month pass without contributing
his mite to the Shirburnian. And we would remind him of the
old proverb "variety is charming"; so that when he determines to
write something for us, he need not feel compelled to sit down with
the resignation of a fellow about to do a copy of Latin verses, and
worry himself to death by trying to arrange a few mild ideas into
milder verses; but if he is not of a poetical turn of mind let him
try to produce something of f~ more lively strain than sentimental
poetry, and serious essays; for this is the style of writing we are
most in need of; though of course we must have some admixture
of the serious. We hope our Magazine may sllrvive for many years
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to come, but we must beg for more assistance in the way of contri
butions than we have lately received; we must remind the School

that it rests with them to support the Magazine, and that it is not
fair to complain of its quality when they do so little to remedy
what they complain of. Few probably understand the difficulty of

keeping up a School paper, and the sense of responsibility which
weighs on the Editors, who have to get together month by month
the necessary amount of columns, and receive so few articles to

choose from. Members of the School too seem very easily dis
couraged in the mattcr of writing, and if one article is rejected,
despair of ever producing anything that will do, and give it up as a

bad job. Now this is not the way to keep up a Magazine, and when
other Schools are so flourishing in this respect it is surely a reproach
to us that the Shirburnian is not better supported here.

And now that we have taken the Editorial pen in hand, we are
determined to spare no one, so our last thrust must be at the pockets
of our Subscribers, though we should have been better pleased if
we could have allowed it to pass unnoticed. But we feel bound on

behalf of our Magazine and ourselves to make some effort to set our
house in order. 'Ve are yet far from recovered from the losses we
sustained from the fire last Christmas, and unless our subscriptions
are paid more regularly in future, we shall have to resort to extreme

measures, to preserve our existence. 'Ve hope therefore that all
subscriptions will be speedily sent in, and that we shall never have
occasion to recur to this unpleasant subject. We must not, however,
forget to thank those who have sent in their subscriptions regularly,

and also those to whom we are indebted for the material of our
Magazine, and we hope that they will continue to favour us with

contributions.



THE PAST YEAR.

~HIS being our last number for the year, it does not s:em t~ be
~ out of place to note shortly what we have been domg smce

last Christmas. In the first place, however, we may remark that

it has been essentially a year of transition for us, or in the words
of our Yankee friends, we have "made a new departure."

To go back to the beginning: of the Races, which were among
the earliest events of the year, we ml\Y say that they were throughout
an entire success, the weather on the whole being favourable, the
spectators numerous, and the ground as good as could be wished;

in addition we may say that the entries were large, exceeding those
of former years, and at least some of the events of a higher standard

< than we ever remember on onr ground, though still open to improve

ment by a more geneml system of training, which was a defect

universally acknowledged, and which we hope to see remedied in
our next sports.

Although much interfered with by a wet summer, the Cricket
season was a very favourable one, as on one occasion only did our
Eleven meet with opponents to whom they had to yield; yet the
rain brought the Clifton match, in which so much interest is always
taken, to the unsatisfactory conclusion of a draw, the third recur

rence of which we would venture to suggest might be very easily
prevented by extending the play for the future over two days. It
is needless to mention the large score made in various matches, as
our readers will have already seen them in previous numbers, and

the characters and averages of the Eleven were given in our last.
Altogether we think we may congratul~te them on a very successful
season, with a prospect of still greater achievements next year, as
with one or two exceptions we hope to be again represented by the
same fellows who have done such good service before. At Midsum

mer wc were delighted to see the Old Fellows muster in sufficient

numbers to play a second eleven, which succeeded in finishing its
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match, while the first was brought to an untimely conclusion by
the rain.

The Sermon at the break-up was preached by the Bishop of the
Diocese, and in the speeches which followed at the distribution of
the prizes, the Examiners professed themselves generally satisfied
with the. half-year's work, the results of which have been given
before. On the return from the :Midsummer holidays, the examin
ation for the Old Shirbumian Scholarships were held, the first since
the beginning of. this new institution, so kindly started by former
members of the School.

Of the various honours obtained at the Universities we need not
speak again, but we have particular pleasure in recalling the Scholar
ships obtained during the past year at Cambridge, they having
latterly been much rarer than at Oxford, but for the future we hope
to be worthily represented at both Universities alike.

Of our Football we can say but little, as all our fixtures are for
the present month, merely mentioning the fact of our having
changed from our old rules to those of the Association, owing to
which we perhaps may not be quite in form yet, but any Old Fellows
who wish to try our strength, will be able to do so at the end of the
half, and we hope that all who are not absolutely prevented by cir
cumstances will make a point of availing themselves of the

opportunity.
'We will not dwell here on the improvements likely to accrue from

the decisions of the Governors at their late meeting, as they will
be seen elsewhere in our pages, but we may hope that they will
lead to great results, and that all present good intentions be
successfully carried out. Though some years must elapse before
they can be finished, this must certainly be regarded as a most
important epoch in the history of the School, and as such of great
interest to all Shirburnians, present, past, and future.



THE MEANS OF PROGRESS

~y some strange fatality, the most earnest reformers always

~ seem to chose the wrong field for their labours. They make
the last first, and the first last; they will give a vote to a man who
does not know what it is. Probably the reason is, that they bend
their gaze too exclusively on a half-truth, that change per se is a

good thing; the right end may also be within their scope, hut they
will not look at the ground just in front of them. That is to say,
they see the bad in the existent, and the good in the non-existent,

forgetting that both the present and the future are composite. And,

in their anxiety to reach the ideal which they admire, it is only too
natural to forget that past errors may have led mankind into a

bye-road, which they must retrace before proceeding further. This
dangerous, though common blunder, has landed many an enthusiast

in impossible obstacles, which, but for the blindness of his devotion

to an ideal end, he might have seen and avoided. To apply these
remarks to fact, is the purpose of this essay. The present dream

of politicians is equality: but they forget that equality will be
merely a hollow phantom, evoked by themselves, if it does not har
monize with the facts of the world. It is very easy to take
two very different men, and call them equal; we may even go
so far as to give them equal political rights, to equalize their
property, and see that neither domineers over the other, either
in bodily or mental matters. Furthermore, we may make laws
declaring them equal, and prohibit any action, on the part of
either, which may tend to disturb the level. And, under certain

qualifications, the same opportunities may be placed within the
reach of both. But here it will be necessary to stop: and human
nature unkindly steps in, and proceeds to destroy the harmony
of our perfect state. Unhappily, one of our equal human beings,
(they may be two or more,-they may be all mankind,-the only

condition being perfect external equality,) one of these pawns on
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our symetrical chess-board, has a vital activity within him. He
is not satisfied j he could not be satisfied if he would. Larger

powers of intellect,-greatel' bodily and mental activity,-moral
superiority,-more abundant spirits,-in a word, eccentricities

and peculiarities of all kinds, will develope themselves. But the

laws and rules which were to preserve order come into collision
with these rebellious tendencies. If the system were a possible one,
of course the tendencies must be crushed, but it is a peculiarity
of those tendencies, that they will not be crushed! they have
life and reality in them, and answer to some actuality of existence,
which cannot be said for the system. Not only does the rebel

burst the bonds of society, and rise above his fellows j he will make
them help him,-and most of them will be only too ready to help
him,-to establish himself in a more exalted position. While, on

the other hand, a still larger number will have a contrary tendency
to sink. The ideal of the lower classes seems to be an infinite
quantity of beer j now the superior man of whom we nave been
speaking, might easily find means to gratify this desire j they would,
for its attainment, be only too delighted to surrender the labour of

self-government into his hands j and where would 1;>e the system of
equality 1 It would have developed by a natural process, into a
despotism. This is no dream j it has been realized wherever any
attempt at equality has been made. Not that the principle of a

dead level has been fully carried out, that could not be j but the
more fully it is applied, the more infallibly will the potential despot,

when he appears, find himself just where he can rise unimpeded,

as the chances are that he cannot in the actual state of things.
Now all this is a long-preface to the main subject to be dealt with.

That system which takes no account of human nature, has been
commented on hitherto j but what are the facts it disregards 1 and

how would these facts, if considered, teach us to guide the path of
progress 1 There are two great means at our disposal,-education
and religion j of which the first is the one which is most in our
power, and is more especially the business of the State. The facts to

be considered are, the existence of an uneducated class, and the
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imperfect state of such education as other classes have; and the

cure for the evils of the day will be the improvement of the method
and instmments of education, the recognition of its highest end, and

the diffusion of knowledge and morality among the masses. While
time must be left to perfect the work, and political freedom will be

merely a name until it is done. One caution must be added; pertect
equality must not be expected even in the end. vVe might even
waive that point and content ourselves with asserting that, whether
possible or not in theory, it will never be arrived at in fact. There

fore we must not found any system or theory on such an assumption
under penalty of failure.

What then, if education be confessedly improveable is the direc
tion in which it ought to be extended 1 The whole spirit of the

age is in favour of the introduction into it of a larger scientific
elem'mt, and here the spirit of the age is probably in the right.
But as to the practical work of introducing it, the popular cry is

characteristically in the "'Tong. Science has been neglected, there
fore it must be admitted, so far, so good. But classics have been
insisted on to the exclusion of science and practical learning ; there

fore classical education cannot be scientific or practical, and vice
versa; that is, in popUlar logic, classics must be banished altogether,

and we must all become scientific men, or more usefully, blacksmiths
and carpenters. This again is no vague abuse of vague popular

notions on the subject; it is only too tme that some eminent and
intellectual men have lately observed the fact of the muscularity of
the age; of its devotion to· boat-races rather than books, and its
preference of cricketers to professors; have first generalised their
observations most unmercifully and declared that we are an wor
shippers of bodily rather than mental requirements! and finally have
urged that, this being so, our Universities ought to throw books
aside, and wield the axe and sledge-hammer, which, it is implied,

would be accepted as substitutes for the bat and the oar. Now in
the first place the generalization is too sweeping; there are as

many intellectual men as there ever were, and more too; in the

second place, the preference (if any)for the muscles over the brain,
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is not one that ought to be encouraged j and, thirdly and lastly,
the proposed change would not draw the idle away from their

idleness, while it might very conceivably interfere with civilization.
Thus we should have the minimum of advantage, together. with
the maximum of change and of the worship of brute-force, and

enlightenment might receive a serious check j and is not this

enough to recommend the scheme to any true liberal ~

However, though classical education is not a thing to be swept

away, it must resign its past supremacy, and admit science to a
co-ordinate position. People often talk as if "every gentleman"
(as the phrase is) was well up in the Greek partides and the Trojan

war, and knew nothing else, owing to a classical education. It may
be answered that, to know classics well, it is necessary to know
most other things j and also that the term classical is one of vague
application: it does not imply merely the grammatical structure of
dead languages, or the petty quarrels of insignificant races. The
knowledge of ancient literature, of ancient art and culture, of phil
ology, even modern philology, and if this be not too much to assert,
the whole sphere of literature j all these are branches of a classical
education. But for the unfortunate term "Classical,"-a term not

generally understood by the people, and conveying no idea whatever
to the uninitiated,-so much nonsense would not have been talked

on the subject. If it is allowable to suggest an alteration, a literary
education would seem to be a better phrase. The counterpart of
literature is science, the one deals with books, the other with things.

Literature has its facts, but we must generally take them on

authority j the authority,-that is, the opinion of great men,-is
one of the most important facts which it presents. Science, on the
other hand, has nothing to do with authority j it appeals to nature,
and at every step brings the student face to face with the actual

working of the universe. The student of botany reads books, it is
true, but that is the least important part of his work j he must
examine plants for himself,-take them to pieces and compare them,

learn their parts and the uses of those parts j he nlUst also observe

the relation in which each individual plant stands to the species,-
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the species to the genus,-the genus to the order,-and the order
to the universe. In one of Baxley's lay sermons, whereiu much
of the matter of this essay may be found in a more attractive form,
that professor observes that scientific method is the same as that
which we apply to daily life. There also we must face things as
they are, it is of no use to appeal to authority; and mere theories
from books will not fit the facts which meet us at every turn. In
an emergency, the scientific habit of mind will be invaluable. Nor
is the method the only object in the study of science. Such sciences
as that of health, and as those which teach us how to use the powers
of nature, are certainly not useless in practical life. Therefore, if
the question of the first place is to be ndjudicated between literature
and science, we ought perhaps to assign it to the latter. Bnt one is
necessary to the other. The literary man who knows no science, is
not an uncommon phenomenon, but he would generally acknowledge
that his ignorance is not a point of strength. While the scientific
man who knows no literature would be. powerless. He must at
least learn to read and write. To understand scientific terms tho
roughly would require a considerable literary training, arid no man
was ever the worse for studying the thoughts of others as well as
his own. Where they were right, he may learn fresh facts by study
ing them, while their errors will be valuable as a warning; for human
nature does not change so fast, as to leave us free from ancient causes
of failure. Still more, if the savant would teach others, he must be
able to speak and write, and to speak and write so that others will
listen to him and read him. It is at least a significant fact, though
it might have been (;)xpected, that the leading scientific men are
among the most attractive writers of the day, and are generally men
who both know and appreciate all branches of literature. If instances
do not occur, Professor Baxley may be named again. In the handl!! of
men like these, science might surely be content with sharing the
field, and need not be suspected of the desire of ousting literature,
or religion either, from our schools and Universities. This desire
is strongly disavowed, and we ne~d not wonder at that, for, if
ignorance of science has been disastrous to literature, it would
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assuredly be far more ruinous to our hopes for the natural know
ledge of the future, if all the lessons of the past were thrown
aside. The third element of a true education,-Religion,-must
not be discussed here; but it is not likely to die out, and far more
should we hope that the student of nature will learn to turn his
eyes upwards through that nature to its author;

From the gift looking to the Giver,
And from the cistern to the river ;
And from the finite to infinity,
And from man's dust to God's divinity.

C.R.

TRANSLATION FROM HORACE, ODES I-IX.

~OOK! see! Soracte deep with snow
~ Stands out; the groaning woods below
Can hardly bear th' o'erwhelming mass,
The cold binds rivers firm as glass.

Banish the cold, nor niggard be,
Pile up the logs; right bounteously
Produce the four-year Sabine wine.
In goblets Thaliarchus mine.

Leave to the Gods all else, for they
The boisterous tempests do allay
At sea; the cypress does not rock,
Nor aged ash tree feel the shock.



Correspondence.

What brings to-morrow-ask not-pray,
But every hour and every day
Give, boy, to gain, that comes by chance,
Nor spurn sweet love nor yet the dance.

So long as grey-haired peevishness,
,Be far removed-but none the less
Be meetings in the field and court
And lovers' fitted whispers sought.

The merry laugh too, by which you trace
The lurking damsels' hiding-place,
Or bracelet taken from the wrist,
Or hand that hardly' can resist.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear :Mr. Editoi',

<.P.

283

As it has been determined that the first
twenty in Football shall have a jersey and cap of its own, might I
be allowed to suggest that the same innovation may be extended to
the second twenty as well. They play as a rule in the first game
and would surely look better in a jersey of one style than ill their,
various costumes and colours. And no objection need be made on
the ground of uniforms becoming too common, for there is no need
to give them to the lower twenties, as they all play in one general
game and there is really very little distinction between them.

Hoping that I have not intruded too much on your valuable space,
Believe me, Yours truly,

A FOOTBALL PLAYER.
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Dear)Tr. Editor,
May 1, by meanS of your Magazine, be allowed

to suggest that the first twenty should be provided with a suitable
cap and jersey. The want of them is severely felt in foreign
matches, especially by the spectators, who are unable in the apparent
confusion to distinguish the sides, and so lose much of their interest
in the match. Besides, a proper uniform would make the game
much more attractive and far prettier. 1 am told that there is a
jersey, but is so unsuitable that it is very little worn.

1 remain, dear Mr. Editor,
Yours truly,

A NON-COMBATANT.

Dear Mr. Editor,
There is a rumour afloat in the School that it

is intended to build a Gymnasium for the benefit of the fellows; if
this report is cOITect; will you grant me some small space in your
valuable Magazine to endeavour to explain what the views of some

of us may be upon the subject. Should a Gymnasium be built, we
can all be quite sure that under the present r~gime it will be of a
first-rate character. To obtain this some considerable expense must
be entered upon; and also a further expense would be necessary,
namely to keep a proficient master to instruct the fellows in the
various practices, just as a cricket professional is kept to 'coach' the
'Eleven.' But then this question occurs to one's mind: Should we
obtain in return a result adequate to and justifying the outlay and
trouble which had been expended on the building, &c. 1 1 am afraid

-that fn the long run we shonld have to acknowledge that the most
fitting answer to this question would be 'No.' Undoubtedly for the
first month or so the fellows would be very keen about joining the
gymnastic society, but this enthusiasm would soon die a natural
death as far as regards the greater part of the Athletes, and the
whole affair would be left to some half-dozen fellows, who really took
a lasting interest in it. Now would it be worth while to build a

gymnasium for these few 1-1 hope 1 shall not be accused of juinping
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at conclusions without justification, for I can assure all whose eyes
this letter may meet that I have heard of more than one instance
of this fact occurring, and regret, when too late, for having erected
such a building. Hardly I think, would not the money be better
expended by using it for a pnrpose which would afford pleasure to
more fellows; to take the first instance that occurs to one's mind,
a covered fives court would be much more acceptable to the School
than a gymnasium, and would at any rate always find plenty of
players only too glad to avail themselves of the pleasure of using it.

Hoping that these few remarks will receive the attention which
is due to the subject,

I have the honour to ascribe myself,
Your humble servant,

ANTE-GnmASIU~r.

Dear Mr. Editor,
In answer to your Correspondent (X.Y.Z.)

about the present state of the choir, in your last edition, pardon
me for making a few remarks in favour of the new system, by
which it has lately been greatly enlarged. Your correspondent
suggests many alterations, which he thinks would vastly improve
the choir, but let me add my feeble opinion. Last half and the
half before, many letters appeared in your columns about the
wretched state the choir was then in j since then the committee
have, I am sure, done all in their power to reform it entirely, but
yet again before it has had hardly six weeks to settle down, it is
immediately re-attacked as though it were never again to rest.

Hoping, as your correspondent, that there will be a concert this
half, and that the choir will improve still more: I must say I think
it deserves to be left uncriticised for a short time.

Believe me, dear lli. Editor,
Yours truly,

SAVOXAnOLA Ill.
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THE MEETING OF THE GOVERNORS

The first meeting of' the Governors appointed under the Endowed

Schools Commissioners Scheme was held Oll November 15th. All

the members of the old corporation were present with the exception
of 1Ir. "'\Villiam Ffooks, who has throughout so uniformly supported
all measures for the welfare of the School, that every one regTetted
his compulsory absence through illness. Of the new Governors,
Lord Lansdowne, Lord Clinton, the Bishop of Exeter, Sir W. C.

Medlycott, Bart., and Mr. Littlehales, were present. Mr. Digby
presided as Chairman.

After some ordinary business, the Governors proceeded to investi
gate the actual condition of the School, and to make regulations
for its future management. The details were generally left to
Committees which are to report at their next meeting, but several
main principles were settled, by which they are to be guided.
Negotiations are to be opened for the purchase of adjoining land,
and provision is to be contemplated far not less than 400 boys in

any enlargement of Chapel or teaching room. The year is to be
divided into three terms, as nearly equal as possible, and all
payments are to be made terminally, and direct to the Governors

account. As every existing house is full for some time to come,
permission was given for Mr. Hetherington's providing an additional
house. The offer of the Revs. H. Houghton and J. H. Cardew of
the sum of £500 Consols for the permanent foundation of prizes,
for the encouragement of the study of Scripture in the original
languages, was accepted with the warmest thanks. The next meet

ing is fixed for Wednesday, February 7th, when it is expected that

all "regulations" will be finally settled.
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FIVES MATCHES.

THE concluding round of the Senior double matches has afforded
us an excelient example of the great uncertainty which is attached
to all games. Probably before the match was commenced no one
would have hesitated to confidently affirm that the couple which
ultimately proved the losers would beyond all doubt be the winners;
but such was not the case: the superior scientific play of Smith,
coupled to the fact that Game had not practised as much as he
might, secured for Smith and Moore a hard-fought and well-earned
victory. Fortescue played exceedingly well but must try to hit
rather nearer to the line than he does at present; :Moore had not
much to do but what he did have was well done. We hope the
Senior double Fives matches may always be as closely contested as
they were on this occasion. In tne first round, the games between

J. P. deWinton and E. Tanner against T. Shettle and W. K. Weir
were very close, the former couple ultimately proving the victors.
In the second round, Broadmead and Warry mad~ a very good
stand against Smith and Moore, and succeeded in winning the first
game, but were unsuccessful in both the following ones.

As no one has challenged Game and Fortescue for second honours

they will be allowed to wear them. Subjoined are the rounds:

Ashworlh, mi.
Chaffey
Andrew
Louch

Crawford
Cattley

beat
Weir, mi.
deWinton, ma.
Game
Fortescue

Bellew
Pothecary

Whitehead, mi.
lIughes

deWinton, mi. beat Gill
Tanner, mi. Pulling

Weir, mi. dd 1
deWinton; ma. 0 coup e.

beat

Broadmead
Warry
Bellew
lothecary

Whitehead, ma.
Bere
Shettle, ma.
Weir, ma.

Ashworth, ma.
Tanner, ma."

beat

beat

First Round:
Gill
Pulling
deWinton, mi.
Tanner,mi.

Warry
Broadmead

Smith
Moore

Second Round:

Smith
Moore

Game
Fortescue
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beat

Third Round:
Smith
Moore

Final Round:

deWinton, mi.
Tanner, mi. I Game

Fortescue
beat Weir, mi.

deWinton, ma.

Smith
Moore beat

Game
Fortescue

James
Bastard
Webb,mi.
Lacey, mi."

beatBaugh Taylor
Tudor Cattley, mi.
Upcott, ma. Fletcher
l\!onro, ma. Martyn, mi.

Heathcote b at Upcott, mi.
Mant e Peren

"

We have noticed with regret the very small amount of talent
which has been displayed in the Junior matches. Taylor is the only
one who is at all up to a winner's form, but in him there is a want
of life and activity, which is so highly essential in the game of
Fives. With a great amount of practise, Heathcote might be made
a very fair player, but he must get rid of an awkward stiffness in
the elbows before he can hope to acquire the skill of his brother,
who, most of the readers of this Magazine will recollect, won the
challenge cup two years ago.

The only games at all worthy of notice were those played by
Taylor and Cattley against Heathcote and Mant, the latter couple
in the second game succeeding in scoring fourteen points; and those
between Heathcote and Mant against Fletcher and Martyn· for
second prize.

First Round:

Todnaylor beat
Newmarch,tert.

Lynch
Turner

beat

beat

Second, Round:

Heathcote
Mant

Taylor, mi.
King

Fletcher
1.Iartyn, mi.

I Taylor, ma.
Cattley, mi.

Lynch
Turner

beat Todnaylor
Newmarch, tert.

'l'hird, Round:

Tayler, ma. beat Fletcher Heathcote odd couple.
Cattley, mi. Martyn Mant

Final Round: Round, Jor Second:

Taylor, ma. beat Heathcote Heathcote beat
Fletchcr

Cattley, mi. Mant 1.Iant Martyn
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FOOTBALL.

Nov. Sth ...Game's Side v. Andrew's. This was the first day of
the new rules being used, and consequently the fellows were rather
"at sea" to begin with; however, the ball was kept rolling with
unflagging vigour, but the luck was decidedly on Game's side, which
obtained three goals (two by Game, onc by Sbettle) to their
opponents none.

Nov. lOth .••Dissyllables v. School (first day). Resulted in a very
evenly contested game, both sides doing all they knew; shortly
after the 'kick off' Broadmead secured a goal for the Dissyllables;
after this neither side obtained any further advantage until Fenwick
kicked another goal for the same side.

Nov. l4th... Dissyllables v. School (second day). The School
played up as though determined to wipe out their former defeat,
but were unable to obtain more than one goal, which was secured
by a good run down by Collier, ably backed up by Pothecary.
Shortly after this, H. Whitehead brought the ball close to the
enemy's goal, and after some sharp skirmishing accredited another
goal to the Dissyllables; after this no further decisive success was
obtained by either side.

Nov. l5th...Organ Side v. Pulpit Side. This game was more
hotly and closely contested than any of the preceding ones. For
the first ten minutes the Organ Side were rather pressed, but by
some hard play succeeded in driving the ball into the enemy's quar
ters, shortly after which Martyn secured a goal for them. After
this the ball was kept in the middle of the ground for a long period
until Mr. Kennedy and H. Whitehead managed to get it past the
Organ's backs, and the former obtained a goal for the Pulpit.
Martyn again came to the rescue and obtained a second goal. For
the victors the play of Martyn, Pothecary, and Fortescue, forward,

and J. P. deWinton back, was especially noticeable j and for the
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Pulpit Side that of Mr. Rennedy, H. Whitehead, and Shettle, for
ward, and F. C. Peter and E. Weir back.

Nov. 2lst... J\1ajors and Minors v. The School. Owing to' the
unavoidable absence of certain of the Majors and Minors, they were
outnumbered and consequently had to put up with a defeat. The
School obtaiued four goals (two by Game and two by Broadmead)
to their opponents two (by Martyn and Fenwick.)

Nov. 27th ...Light v. Dark. During the whole of the game the
ball was more frequently in the territory of the Dark than else

where; shortly after the kick off, Martyn secured the first goal for

the Light. After the change of sides the Dark were again driven
back upon their goal, but Andrew, by a fine piece of dribbling, got
the ball well away and skilfully eluding the backs accredited a goal
to them; almost immediately after this, H. Whitehead kicked
another goal for the Light. For a considerable period no advantage
was gained by either side, but shortly before play was over, J. Peter

secured a somewhat lucky goal for the Dltrk: each side thus
obtaining two goals.

Nov. 28th... Light v. Dark (continued). This afternoon the game

was played according to the 'old rules', so as to afford the fellows
some practise in anticipation of the match with Dorchester. The
Light were by far the heaviest and carried all before them; but

notwithstanding, numerous touches were only successful in one try,
viz. by Martyn. For the victors the play of H. Whitehead, Martyn,

and Shettle, was especially noteworthy; and that of the brothers
Peter and Scott for the losers.

Nov. 22th.. The School v. Dorchester Club. This match was

played on the School ground and resulted in a victory for the home
party by two goals to none. Our visitors won the toss and chose
the East goat For the first few minutes the ball was kept in the
middle of the ground, when Game ran in with it and carried it·

almost behind the Dorchester goal, but was well collared "by the
backs. Despite the fact of the wind being in favour cif the Club

they were unable to get the ball away from their goal, and shortly

before half time Game dropped a neat goal for the School. After
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sides had been changed the School still continued to pen their
adversaries, but although they obtained touches could not succeed

in obtaining a goal; at length Pulling, by a very fine drop, secured
a second goal for them. No further advantage was gained by either
side until just as time was up, H. Whitehead got a touch but was
unsuccessful with the 'place'. For the Club the kicking of Andrews
was exceedingly fine and also the play of their backs, but most of
them seemed somewhat deficient in the f.rt of running. All the
School pl~yed np in very energetic style, the splendid runs of
H. Whitehead ~alling forth repeated cheers of applause from the
lookers-on.

PAPER CHASES.

NDV. 18th...Meet at the Yeatman Hospital: Foxes-Andrew,
Broadmead, and Tryon. The attendanc'e was hardly as large as we
should like to see, 'but perhaps the fact of the weather being
unpropitious accounts in n: great measure for this failing.' The
foxes went away at a rattling pace, but were' unable to keep it up,

and when 'half way up one of the Cadbury hills; saw the leading
hounds alreadj beginning to ascend; this struck terror into their
hearts, and dropping the half-full scent bags they made off in differ
ent directions, thus' effecting their escape but leaving their 'brushes'
behind the~.." '

Nov. 25th...The meet was held at :Miller's farm: Game, Shettle,
aridWillco~ks offi~i~ting as foxes; leading the hounds a long and

fast run, but over a somewhat easy line of country;" leaving Poyn
tington on their right imd then describing alarge semicircle" ran
outside Ven and through Milborne Port and thence across the Park,
not reaching the School Courts until a quarter to five, which we are
afraid was the cause of the lateness "of some of the lagging
hounds: the running of Lcggatt and Collier was especially good at
this paper ~hase, quite outdistancing as they did the rest of the

bigger and seemingly stronger hounds.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

On the 15th of last month the Governors held their first meeting
under the new r~gime at Sherborne, a detailed account of which
will be found in another page.

We are happy' to be able to announce that the anticipations of
our last number will be realized, and that a Concert at the end of
the half will supply a want that we have often of late years exper
ienced. It will probably be held on the evening of the Tuesday
before we break up, in the Town Hall. As usual too at this season,
several of the Master's houses have been energetic in preparing
theatricals to wile away the last evenings of the half.

On Sunday evening, the 19th ult., a fire broke out about eight
<>'clock, on the premises of Giles, the Silversmith. Owing to the
hour at which it was discovered, large crowds soon flocked to the
:spot; and the engines being got to work more promptly than usual,
the fire was checked before it spread to the adjoining houses.

We notice with great pleasure the success of J. H. N. Barton in
the Keble College Athletic Sports. He won the high jump with
5ft. 2in., and throwing the cricket ball with a throw of 98 yards.

We break up for the Christmas holidays on the evening of Wed
nesday' December 20th, so that fellows may depart by the early
trains on the following morning.

The Past v. Present Football match is fixed for Wednesday, the
20th inst. Old Shirburnians wishing to play are requested to send
their names to The Rev. H. P. Price, Sherborne.

END OF VOLUME VI.

ELLIS, PRINTER, SHERBORNE.
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